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indeed, study—to presume him capable of study as opposed to
mere assimilation is to rate his intellectual abilities too high—
but he reflected, and the abiding reflection was how narrowly
Adolf Hitler had escaped at the worst becoming a corpse, and
at the best being flung out of his adopted country as an undesir-
able alien, which is what his sentence would have been in any
normal court. With that as a basis, with the necessity for pre-
serving himself for the sake of Germany as a fundamental
condition, he revised all his dreams. Not by one whit had ambition
abated, but it had become circumspect. He had never read Killing
no Murder, though its title might serve as motto for much of
his career, but he had reached the truth enunciated by its
immortal if anonymous author, that tyrants accomplish their
ends much more by fraud than by force, and he came out of
Landshut a convinced opponent of "direct action," cured of
all desire to emulate the march on Rome, and with very clear
ideas of the application of new methods. He came out to find
himself almost forgotten, to encounter a cold world of traitors
and enemies. His party, ended under its own name by the ban,
was in pieces. He had instructed the faithful but blundering
Rosenberg* at once to found a new party, the All-German
National Association, which would at least keep the members
of the banned party together. Rosenberg obeyed, but allowed the
new Association to be swallowed up in the Party of Freedom.
To Hitler, not consulted and informed too late, this was either
crass stupidity or gross treachery, and his first act on release was
to repudiate all fusions and proclaim his independence.
He had come to very definite conclusions as to the causes of
the ludicrous fiasco of 1923. He bore—to the tragic cost of some
* Alfred Rosenberg, a Baltic German, by training an architectural engineer
and for long an agent of the Russian emigration^ was the chief inspirer of
Hitler's Russian policy as outlined in Mein Kampf and its author's most
submissive and so far meagrely rewarded henchman. His chief title to fame
is reading Wellhausen's History of the Hebrews at the age of fourteen and
deriving from it a complete philosophy of anti-Semitism. A lesser feat was the
writing of the neo-manichaeist Der My thus des XX. JaMiunderts^ an amazing
hotchpotch which in its unfailing proof of the author's incapacity either to
understand or to quote accurately what he read and of his utter lack of
intellectual training puts him at the head of the "Great Pyramid" school.

